Neuronal Activities in the Mouse Visual Cortex Predict Patterns of Sensory Stimuli.
Visual cortex forms the basis of visual processing and plays important roles in visual encoding. By using the recently published Allen Brain Observatory dataset consisting of large-scale calcium imaging of mouse V1 activities under visual stimuli, we were able to obtain high-quality data capturing simultaneous neuronal activities at multiple sub-areas and cortical depths of V1. Using prediction models, we analyzed the activity profiles related to static and drifting grating stimuli. We conducted a comprehensive survey of the coding ability of multiple cortical locations toward different stimulus attributes. Specifically, we focused on orientations and spatial frequencies (for static stimuli), as well as moving directions and speed (for drifting stimuli). By using results produced from a prediction model, we quantified the decoding performance profile at different sub-areas and layers of V1. In addition, we analyzed the interactions and interference between different stimulus attributes. The insights obtained from these discoveries would contribute to more precise and quantitative understanding of V1 coding mechanisms.